INTRODUCTION
============

Structural classifications of proteins as specified by the SCOP ([@B1]) database or others provide a view on the space of protein domains that allows for defining different, carefully curated levels of similarity between domains. They are widely used by applications such as template selection for homology modeling and fold recognition, the generation of representative template sets, analysis of fold and function distributions or target selection for structural genomics.

Unfortunately, these databases require a considerable (manual) effort to be updated and therefore cannot be up-to-date with the currently available structures in the PDB ([@B2]) even at the time of new releases. Also, they require the availability of protein structure for the target protein, which leads to the fact that most proteins in UniProt are not assigned to any structural classification.

The Automated Protein Structure Identification (AutoPSI) database provides structure and sequence-based SCOP predictions for newly resolved protein structures stored in the PDB as well as purely sequence-based predictions for millions of proteins stored in UniProt ([@B3]). In order to predict SCOP classifications, two recently published methods namely AutoSCOP ([@B4]) and Vorolign ([@B5]) are used which both have been shown to deliver very reliable predictions for their respective task. Therefore, the first application of the AutoPSI database is to bridge the gap between new SCOP releases for structurally resolved proteins in the PDB and yet unclassified by SCOP by providing reliable predictions for many proteins. Second, we also bridge the gap between protein sequences stored in UniProt and known structures in the PDB by providing sequence-based SCOP classification predictions for those proteins. Using a new and automated approach focusing on high specificity ([@B4]), AutoPSI extends already existing databases like Swissmodel ([@B6]), Modbase ([@B7]), (pre-)SCOP or InterPro ([@B8]) and helps to further clarify the protein sequence-structure space.

THE AUTOPSI DATABASE CONTENT AND METHODS
========================================

Protein content
---------------

The protein data available in our database is based on PDB and UniProt. In particular, we provide all PDB and UniProt sequences for which we could make SCOP classification predictions or find already existing (pre-)SCOP annotations using any of our methods. Currently, the database contains more than 40 000 unique PDB protein ids containing over 100 000 chains.

Pattern content and AutoSCOP
----------------------------

AutoSCOP identifies patterns of the InterPro member databases, which are unique for a certain level of the SCOP hierarchy (class, fold, superfamily or family). For the current version of the AutoPSI database the ASTRAL ([@B9]) 1.69 distribution was scanned with InterProScan ([@B10]) on the InterPro databases of version 12.1. Given those unique patterns, SCOP classifications can be made for proteins with unknown classification and even unknown structure. Regions that match a unique pattern are likely to belong to the corresponding level of the SCOP hierarchy (given the training data). Therefore, all PDB sequences in the database were scanned and the identified patterns and their locations were stored. For each PDB sequence, we know the location of the patterns and, based on AutoSCOP, the assigned SCOP classification on each SCOP level (if available) for the specified region. For UniProt sequences, we made use of the corresponding Protein2IPR.dat file, which was downloaded from InterPro (August 2007). The file contains precomputed pattern occurrences on UniProt sequences as computed by InterProScan. Again, whenever we find a pattern for a UniProt sequence, we know its location and annotate a classification if the corresponding pattern is known to be unique for a certain SCOP level. About 2.6 million UniProt proteins harbor unique AutoSCOP patterns.

Structures, domains and Vorolign
--------------------------------

For proteins with known structure we annotate the structural domains. If available, we make use of the SCOP definitions directly. In SCOP 1.71, about 27 000 protein structures are structurally classified. If not, we use PDP ([@B11]) to automatically assign potential structural domains and then run the Vorolign structural alignment method for these potential domains against a template database of structural domains (the ASTRAL40 1.69), in order to predict the SCOP classification based on structural similarity. The database contains more than 30 000 predictions for about 13 000 unique PDB ids.

Consensus predictions
---------------------

In cases where more than one prediction is available, we compute a simple consensus for the corresponding SCOP classifications (residue-wise by choosing the finest level of agreement between them). As an example, if we have two predictions, namely a.1.1 from position 1 to 200 (delivered by AutoSCOP) and a.1.1.2 (predicted by Vorolign) from position 50 to 150, our consensus yields a prediction of a.1.1 for the regions 1--49 and 151--200, and a prediction of a.1.1.2 for positions 50 to 150. This works also as a control mechanism, because in situations such as finding two completely differing predictions a.1 and b.3, the consensus abstains for the corresponding region and therefore excludes potentially unreliable assignments.

ACCESS TO THE AUTOPSI DATABASE
==============================

The data stored in the AutoPSI database is accessible in two different ways. First, we provide a flat file distribution of the database, which contains the individual predictions made for PDB proteins as well as UniProt proteins. Second, the data is accessible by a web interface, which will now be described in some more detail.

Searching the database
----------------------

The AutoPSI database may be searched for entries by means of PDB identifiers, UniProt identifiers and descriptions. The entry dialog is shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Search results are presented in a table, and database entries can be selected for detailed inspection in the so-called 'detail view'. Figure 1.Search dialog and entry page of the AutoPSI database.

Detail information
------------------

For a selected entry, a detail view (for an example see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) can be requested, which opens as a new tab on the database website. This page allows to view detailed information about SCOP classifications annotated to the proteins, shows the protein structure (if available) using Jmol (<http://www.jmol.org>). The image below the structure visualization shows the protein, its domains and consensus predictions. By clicking on the button 'Show Individual Predictions', a user can get a larger image which contains detailed information about matching InterPro patterns and Vorolign predictions as well as their locations on the sequence ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The locations of all patterns and Vorolign predictions can be visualized on the structure by clicking on the corresponding pattern in the image. Below the overview image and the structure visualization, a box containing tabs for the sequence itself and the outputs of the different predictions mechanisms and annotations found for it provides further information as well as links to external databases. Figure 2.Detail view of the AutoPSI database for protein 2fiaA. Patterns matching the protein are shown in green, domain predictions based on PDP are shown in yellow, SCOP assignments in yellow or pink (preSCOP). Pattern locations may be visualized on the structure by clicking on the corresponding regions (as the match of PF00583 on the structure shown). Structures are visualized using Jmol (<http://www.jmol.org>) if available.

Conclusion and Future Direction
-------------------------------

Structurally classified protein sequences and structures are a useful basis for research in protein structure prediction, and the lack thereof can possibly result in worse performance than necessary. An example is fold recognition and related methods, which often rely on structurally annotated domain templates. We therefore provide a database of predicted SCOP annotations for new PDB entries based on two reliable predictors, namely Vorolign and AutoSCOP. Additionally, we provide sequence-based SCOP classification predictions for about 2.6 million UniProt sequences. The database is a resource that can help in two ways: researchers with an interest in specific proteins may get a clue on the structural classification and, associated with this, possible further properties such as a general function; method developers can use the database to derive and compare larger scale data for their purpose. In future, we plan to integrate more structure prediction methods and pattern sources into the SCOP assignment process. We will also provide additional information for sequence-based predictions of UniProt proteins including sequence alignments with potential templates and others.
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